
John 9:1-12- Jesus heals a blind man

● So I admit, I shortened the lesson for today. The Gospel reading is
technically verses 1-41.

● But we read only through verse 12.
● So first, let me try to sum up the remaining verses for you, so we can all be

caught up on the runaround of this poor man.
● So we know Jesus heals this blind man
● And when he comes back able to see,
● no one recognizes him!
● Listen to them try to understand!
● The neighbors first ask themselves, "Isn't this the man who used to sit

outside and beg? NO, it can’t be, can it???
● Finally someone has the sense to ask the man himself.
● Notice how the neighbors prefer, at first, to talk among themselves,
● to interpret the event first,
● without paying actual attention to the man.
● And when they do finally ask the man, he responds very simply, "Yep, I'm

the man."
● "Then how were your eyes opened?"
● "A guy called Jesus made mud, rubbed it in my eyes, told me to go wash in

the pool, and I did. Now I can see."
● "Well, where is he?" they ask.
● And the man replies, "I don't know."
● Can I just say…
● Throughout this story, the man born blind represents utter simplicity and

elegant truth.
● You will notice, He replies to every question honestly and directly.
● He refuses to speculate about political or theological agendas.
● He knows only what Jesus asked him to do.
● So, since he has no idea where the guy called Jesus is right now…
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● they took the poor man to see the Pharisees so they could hear what
happened.

● The man repeats his simple story.
● The Pharisees argue among themselves about the details
● But of course, they remain skeptical,
● And they decide to get the testimony of the poor man's parents.
● “Maybe the man was not born blind after all; let's get the parents to tell the

truth.”
● Well, the parents do tell the truth, again in its simplest and most elegant

form.
● They say, "Yes, we know that this is our son. Yes, he was born blind.
● But as to how he can see now, we have no idea."
● So then the parents say, "Ask him; he is of age. He can tell you the truth.”
● So the Pharisees go back to the man...AGAIN!!!
● “How do you now see?"
● And, here, the healed man begins to grow bolder,”I do not know. All I know

is that I once was blind, but now I see."
● And AGAIN they ask..."What did he do to you?"
● "How did he open your eyes?"
● By now, You can just SEE the eye rolling and heavy sighs with each

answer!
● "I have told you already. Do you want to hear it again so that you can

become his disciples, too?"
● The Pharisees finally had enough.
● And they drive him out of his community!
● My goodness… all this back and forth, and repeating questions, and doubt,

and feelings of irritation!
● So what do we get out of this story? Besides a whole lot of repetitiveness...
● We see Transformation
● And transformation is disruptive.
● Always.
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● And we see it in so many ways in this story!
● First, after the man born blind receives his sight,
● even some of his own friends and neighbors don’t recognize him, this in

spite of his protests that he is, well, who he is!
● Isn’t that odd, that people who knew him well as a blind man couldn’t

recognize him once he’d recovered his sight?
● Or maybe it isn’t quite as odd as we think.
● How often, I wonder, do we define those around us in terms of their

shortcomings, challenges, or perceived deficits.
● That woman is unemployed, we may say,
● or this man is divorced.
● She’s a single mom;
● he’s a high school dropout.
● she’s an alcoholic. She has cancer. He’s depressed.
● We often do the same to ourselves,
● allowing past setbacks, disappointments, or failures to shape how we see

ourselves.
● We seem to have such a fondness for defining others -- and ourselves --

in terms of problems rather than possibilities that we aren’t sure what to do
when the situation changes.

● And so the friends of the man born blind have defined him --
● and even their relationships with him --
● so fully in terms of his disability that they can’t recognize him when he

regains his sight.
● Also, when word of his transformation reaches the authorities and they too

are dissatisfied with his testimony,
● call his parents!
● All to say that this story is a perfect example of how hard it can be to

change.
● Whether we’re talking about a community, congregation, or family,
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● when a system organizes itself around a defined problem it has a difficult
time moving toward health.

● Even unhappy and unhealthy systems tend to prefer a known problem to
an unknown solution, so have a hard time letting go of the very things
that are limiting them.

● And so the man’s parents, fearful of the consequences of their son’s sight,
play it safe by distancing themselves from their own son.

● And then…. the man who now sees is eventually kicked out of the
community.

● So also in many of our own communities, the move toward healthy change
and new identity is often sabotaged.

● We have learned to cope with our limitations even as we resent them.
● And so out of fear, we often resist or reject those who invite us to a new

identity and new possibility.
● Stick to what and who we know right?
● In this story, the cost of acknowledging that this man was cured by Jesus
● -- that is, acknowledging that Jesus was sent by God --
● was simply too great to those in authority,
● and so they deny it even happened and,
● when that fails, drive out the man who stands as living evidence to his own

testimony.
● One of the hallmarks of John’s Gospel is that when Jesus arrives on the

scene and in our lives, everything changes.
● Limitation falls by the wayside.
● There is no need for sacrifice because the God who takes away our sin is

here.
● Divisions between Samaritans and Jews at the well fade away in the

presence of the one who offers living water.
● And the one who can heal even a man born blind is the One who offers

not just life, but life in all of its abundance.
● When Jesus comes into our life, things change.
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● And That sounds good, right?
● Well yea….Until we realize that change is always disruptive.
● And then we wonder whether the change -- even when it promises new life

-- is worth it.
● When Jesus comes he changes things.
● And those changes can be hard.
● But, good gracious, they are also life giving.
● What Jesus wants for us isn’t just survival,
● persistence, getting by,
● or any of the others ways we formulated and excused living half-lives.
● No, what Jesus wants for us is life, full and rich and abundant.
● The kind of life that stems from knowing that we have infinite worth in

God’s eyes
● and are, and always will be,
● God’s beloved and precious child.

● Change is here, let's lean into it and see how it transforms us!
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